In this paper the problem of optimal location of service centers is considered by minimax criterion. It is supposed that the information received from GIS is presented like graph with fuzzy intervals. The notion of fuzzy set of interval bases is considered. It is shown that the problem of service centers location is reduced to a problem of finding fuzzy set of interval bases. Method of finding fuzzy interval bases which is generalization of Maghout method for fuzzy graphs is suggested to use. In addition method of calculation of membership function of fuzzy intervals is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Large-scale increasing and versatile introduction of geographical information system (GIS) is substantially connected with necessity of perfection of the information systems providing decisionmaking. GIS are applied practically in all spheres of human activity. Geographical information technologies have now reached an unprecedented position, offering a wide range of very powerful functions such as information retrieval and display, analytical tools, and decision support (Clarke and Englewood 1995; Longley et al. 2001) . Unfortunately, geographical data are often analyzed and communicated amid largely non-negligible uncertainty. Uncertainty exists in the whole process from geographical abstraction, data acquisition, and geoprocessing to the use (Zhang and Goodchild 2002) .
The processes of abstracting and generalizing real forms of geographical variation in order to express them in a discrete digital store are defined as data modeling (Goodchild 1989) , and this process produced a conceptual model of the real world. It is highly unlikely that geographical complexity can be reduced to models with perfect accuracy. Thus the inevitable between the modeled and real worlds constitutes inaccuracy and uncertainty, which may turn spatial decision-making sour. One of the tasks solved with GIS is the task of the centers allocation (Kaufmann 1977) . A search of optimum placing of hospitals, police stations, fire brigades and many other things the extremely necessary enterprises and services on some sites of considered territory are reduced to this task. In some cases the criterion of an optimality can consist in minimization of time of journey (or in minimization of distances) from the centre of service to the most remote service station. In other words a problem is optimization of "the worst variant" (Christofides 1976 ). However, very often, the information represented in GIS, contains approximate value or insufficiently authentic (Malczewski 1999) . Therefore, at formalization of a problem of the centers allocation there can be natural use of value judgment at definition of distances between parts of considered territory or journey time, on the basis of experience of the expert with use of linguistic variables. We call a variable as linguistic if its values are words or offers natural or an artificial language. So the concept "distance" is a linguistic variable if it accepts linguistic, instead of numerical values. For example, values of type far, not far, very far, quite normal, etc. (Zadeh 1975a; Zadeh 1975b; Zadeh 1975c ). We call a linguistic variable as syntactically-dependent if a procedure of formation of new values does not depend on set of base values (Malishev et al. 1991 (Malishev et al. 1991) . Semantic of values of syntactically-independent linguistic variable, i.e. membership functions are defined by definitional domain. In this work, the approach to service centers allocation in a case when journey time or distance between parts of considered territory are sets of a syntactic-independent linguistic variable with trapezoidal membership functions is considered.
OPTIMUM ALLOCATION OF CENTERS BY FUZZY INTERVAL GRAPHS
We consider some territory which is divided into n areas. There are k service centres, which may be placed into these areas (k < n). It is supposed that service centre may be placed into some stationary place of each area. It is necessary for the given number of the service centers to define the places of their best allocation. In other words, it is necessary to define the places of k service centers into n areas such that the service of all territory was carried out on is minimum possible time or distance at least to one service center. Let's consider, that the information received from GIS is presented in the form of the fuzzy interval graph ) ,
is the set of vertices. The vertices represent areas of some territory. 
In work (Dziouba and Rozenberg 2001 ) the method of a finding of optimum allocations of the service centers has been considered to crisp interval graphs. By means of this method for the set interval graph and the set number of the service centers k their optimum allocation is defined. However, it would be useful to obtain the given characteristics not for one centers of service in advance set number k, but for any number k∈ [1, n] . It would allow solve more objectively a problem of choice of service centers number. For the decision of this problem we will consider the concept of interval base of the fuzzy interval graph. The given concept is an expansion of base for crisp and fuzzy graphs (Bershtein and Bozhenuk 2008; Bershtein et al 2013 (Hansen 1992) . We consider two operations INCMIN(L) and INCMAX(L) on set of intervals L = {l i }. These operations are an estimation of subsets of the least and the greatest intervals from set of intervals L. Example 1. Let set of intervals L = { [10, 15] , [12, 14] , [12, 17] , [15, 18] [10, 15] , [12, 14] We call a subset B⊆X with family of intervals Λ as interval base of fuzzy graph G , which is defined by expression:
and thus subset B is minimum in the sense that:
, where family Λ′ is defined as:
Among all interval bases consisting of 1 vertex, we select such bases in which fuzzy intervals are the least or incommensurable. We designate them as 1 Λ . Among all fuzzy interval bases consisting of 2 vertices we select such in which fuzzy intervals also are the least or incommensurable among themselves and we will designate them as 2 Λ , and etc.
The fuzzy set of interval bases defines the set of the least or incommensurable fuzzy intervals (distance or time) from any area to some centre serving whole territory by k service centers (k∈{1,2,…,n}). Example 2. Consider the fuzzy interval graph presented in Figure 1 
Hence, the fuzzy set of interval bases is defined as:
We will consider the method of finding a fuzzy set of interval bases. The given method is an analogue Maghout's method for definition of all minimal fuzzy dominating vertex sets (Bershtein and Bozhenuk 2001) , and to Maghout's method for the definition of fuzzy vitality sets for fuzzy no interval graphs (Bozhenuk and Rozenberg 2012 ).
Let's consider some interval base B with a family of fuzzy intervals Λ . Let some interval l~ belongs to family Λ . Then for an arbitrary vertex x i ∈X, one of the following conditions must be true:
is no more l~.
In other words, the following statement is true: and 0 otherwise. Using analogy between generality and existence quantifiers on the one hand, both operations conjunction and disjunction with another, we obtain a true logical proposition:
, an expression (2) may be rewrite as:
We open the parentheses in the expression (3) and reduce the similar terms the following rules:
As a result expression (3) will become:
Property. If in expression (5) further simplification on the basis of rules (4) is impossible, then everyone disjunctive member i defines base with family of incommensurable intervals which are set by present predicates.
The following method of foundation of a fuzzy set of interval bases may be propose on the base of Property: -we write proposition (3) for given fuzzy interval graph G ; -we simplify proposition (3) by proposition (4) and present it as proposition (5); -we define fuzzy set of interval bases, which correspond to the disjunctive members of proposition (5). The adjacency matrix for this graph has the following form: 
For a finding of a reachability matrix of the graph, we will define operation of adjacency matrix exponentiation as: -zero degree -
, where matrix elements are defined by formula:
We define matrices 4 3 2 1 0 , , , ,
. Then we find their crossing. As a result we receive a reachability matrix 
We open parentheses, reduce similar terms by the rules (4). We obtain finally: 
It is schematically shown on Figure 3 : So, for membership function not less than 0.95, the least time value will be within interval [10.8, 12 .2] in the case of existing of two service centers, as is shown in Figure  6 .
CONCLUSION
The task of defining of optimal allocation of centres as the task of definition fuzzy bases of fuzzy interval graphs was considered. The definition method of fuzzy bases is the generalization of Maghout's method for fuzzy no interval graphs. This method is effective for the graphs which have no homogeneous structure and no large dimensionality. In our future work we are going to investigate the task of the service centers accommodation, based on the fuzzy set of antibases rather than fuzzy set of bases. The problems of the centers location on the fuzzy temporal graphs, i.e. such graphs, whose edges membership functions change in discrete time, will also be studied. It is necessary to notice, that the considered method allows define the best places of allocations of the service centers in case of their placing only in vertices of the graph (instead of on edges with generation of new vertices). Besides, certain interest is caused by a problem of convolution of incommensurable intervals that would allow simplify process of calculations.
